
Ultimate Pressure Care

UPRVST1717

Supreme Trinity
Pressure re-distributing foam cushion

The Supreme Trinity cushion incorporates a combination of visco elastic and CMHR foam providing excellent 
pressure re-distribution coupled with offering high levels of patient comfort. The CMHR foam base offers 
strength and support and prevents the cushion from “foam fatigue”.

The cushion cover has high frequency welded seams and a fully concealed zip reduces the possibility 
of fluid ingress thus aiding infection control protocols. The Supreme Trinity cushion is suitable for users 
considered to be up to a very high risk of pressure ulcer development.

Features
Visco Elastic Foam Moulds to patient shape, providing excellent comfort & pressure re-distribution properties

2-way stretch, waterproof, vapour Reduces shear and friction and allows breathability

High Frequency Welded Cover

Non-slip Base Aids moving & handling procedures, providing ultimate patient safety

Eliminates fluid ingress and aids decontamination
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Supreme Trinity
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Supreme Trinity
Pressure Mapping Patient: 

Male at a height of 5ft 7, weighing 70kg

Supreme Trinity 3” 

Product code: UPRVST1717-2
UPRVST2020-2

Risk category: Up to a very high

Max user weight: 178 kg / 28 stone

Warranty: 2 Years 

Dimensions: 43 cm x 43 cm x 5 cm (17” x 17” x 2”)
51 cm x 51 cm x 5 cm (20” x 20” x 2”)
43 cm x 43 cm x 7.5 cm (17” x 17” x 3”)
51 cm x 51 cm x 7.5 cm (20” x 20” x 3”)
43 cm x 43 cm x 10 cm (17” x 17” x 4”)
51 cm x 51 cm x 10 cm (20” x 20” x 4”)
Variable Sizes Available Upon Request 

Foam density:

Visco - 60 kg/m3
Soft to Medium CMHR Base - 38 - 40 kg/m3 Nominal Hardness - 200 Newtons

29-31 kg/m3 

Fatigue class: Severe

Fire retardancy: Ignition source 5 (crib 5) as schedule 1 part 1 of the furniture & furnishings (fire) 
(safety) regulations 1988

Cleaning: Can withstand up to 10,000 ppm chlorine (to be used in
conjunction with local infection control guidelines) (can be
laundered up to 84⁰C) 
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